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Being a single mother wasn't always part of the plan. The fear of it kept me and my family in a
situation that wasn’t good for any of us. I never thought it could be the life change we all needed.
Yes, it can be exhausting, lonely, and financially tough. But it can also be empowering and joyful,
in ways you might never have imagined.At first, I felt like a big failure. And how was I supposed to
feed and clothe my children, keep a roof over our heads, and work wearing something other
than pyjamas, while also remembering to at least once a week drink a glass of water? But as I
began to let go of other people’s expectations, I started to enjoy the freedom of being a single
parent: I was liberated, empowered and able to be the authentic mother I wanted to be.In this
book, I share my own experience of single motherhood, alongside insights from fellow solo
parents, child psychologists and other experts, providing reassurance and tips to help you:Raise
resilient, emotionally intelligent childrenManage your moneyNavigate the world of datingForge
meaningful friendshipsDiscover the untold joys of the single-mother lifeFrom one single mother
to another, this book celebrates solo parenting and tackles the issues that we face daily, offering
a fresh perspective and practical advice for anyone who has ever felt the weight of
disappointment and guilt at their single parent status, declared themselves a failure or worried
about their children's 'outcomes.’I hope reading about my experiences will help you feel excited
and proud to be a single mother.‘Full of real advice, hopeful and uplifting, Sarah Thompson is
the friend every single mother needs in her life.’ Emma Bunton‘Refreshing… I related so much…
it felt like I was being seen… empowering. I found myself laughing out loud quite often while
reading it.’ Goodreads reviewer‘As a single mother it’s so wonderful to feel validated and know
you’re not alone. There is hope in this journey. Enjoyable and helpful read!’ Goodreads
reviewer‘A really good read… interesting, informative, entertaining… a well-researched and
intriguing book that was exactly what I needed.’ Goodreads reviewer‘I really enjoyed this… I'm a
single mum and it's great to know there are others out there feeling the same way… reminded
me to appreciate the good that has come from being a single mother. I highly recommend this.’
Goodreads reviewer

REVIEWS FOR DAMAGED:'Cannot fail to move those who read it.'Adoption-
net‘Heartbreaking.'Mirror‘A truly harrowing read that made me cry.’Sun'A true tale of hope.
****.'OK!‘Foster carers rarely get the praise they deserve, but Cathy Glass’s book should change
all that.****’First magazine‘A hugely touching and emotional true tale.’Star magazine--This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorCathy has been a foster carer for over 25 years,
during which time she has looked after more than 100 children, of all ages and backgrounds.
She has three teenage children of her own; one of whom was adopted after a long-term foster
placement. The name Cathy Glass is a pseudonym.Cathy has written 16 books, including



bestselling memoirs Cut, Hidden and Mummy Told Me Not To Tell.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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HAPPY SINGLE MOTHERREAL ADVICE ON HOW TO STAY SANE AND WHY THINGS ARE
BETTER THAN YOU THINKSARAH THOMPSONBOOKS BY SARAH THOMPSONHappy
Single MotherCONTENTSIntroduction1. Such a Shame2. How Are the Children?3. How Can
You Afford It?4. Who Will Want You?5. How Will You Live?6. Where Is My Happy Ending?Hear
More from ThreadBooks by Sarah ThompsonA Letter from SarahUseful Sources of Information
and Support for Single MothersAcknowledgementsNotesFor Stanley and BettyLife falls apart.
We try to get a grip and hold it together. And then we realise we don’t want to hold it
together.Deborah Levy, The Cost of LivingINTRODUCTIONI am not really a single mother. My
own mother reminds me of this fact as often as she can. And she is right. My children’s dad is a
huge part of their lives: he hasn’t disappeared or left them, as so often seems to be the
assumption where the exes are concerned in the single-mum narrative. He pays his
maintenance, he spends time with them, he loves them. Could I write a whole book about the
ways in which he doesn’t always seem to get it? Yes – as most of us probably could when it
comes to certain people in our lives. But he’s not a wrong’un. And this book is not about the end
of our relationship, or the process of our divorce, or in fact anything much to do with him at all. It’s
about what happened afterwards, for me, as a single mum.But I’m not a single mum, as my mum
says. And if a single mother is someone who parents all by herself, with no support or help, then
it is true, I am not she. As well as their dad, I have a network of family and friends who I know I
can rely on at any time to help me with the children. Occasionally I even have a boyfriend. But
even when I don’t, the point is we, my children and me – my little family – are very much not
alone.And yet, when my ex-husband and I announced the news of our split, I was surprised by
the reactions of other people about my impending new status: Single Mother. Five years after
our wedding, eleven after we had met, we were by then exhausted by the struggle. So we made
a positive life choice: to extract our children from the warzone they had begun to think of as
home. At least that was what I thought. But it became clear that the rest of the world wasn’t quite
so willing to get on board with the idea. My news seemed to bring about changes in other people
that I found almost as unsettling as the divorce itself. Female friendships with other married or
coupled-up mothers, ones I had considered non-negotiable, weakened without my ‘other half’ to
complete the package of me. Their partners vanished entirely from my life now I was
inappropriate company for someone else’s husband. At school a teacher warned me that my
children would suffer. Even my own mother, genuinely concerned, asked: ‘Who will want you with
two children?’ To her my happiness meant being wanted, and we all know no one wants an
unmarried mother, right?It’s all quite odd when you consider how boringly normal being a single
parent is these days. According to the single parent charity Gingerbread, there are around two
million single parents in the UK and families led by one parent make up a quarter of all families
with children at home. Ninety per cent of single parents – i.e. the parent doing the majority of the
parenting and with whom the children live most – are women (and are the reason why this book



is called Happy Single Mother and not Happy Single Parent). How can this be? Put simply, men
tend to remarry and often start new families or else live alone while co-parenting. Mothers are
more likely to remain single after a marriage or relationship has ended and they still have
children to look after.That is what I am then. I am an unmarried woman who shares responsibility
for her children with their father, but who looks after the children for the majority of the time. As I
write this, I’m single, as in romantically unattached, but sometimes I’m not. It’s hard to find the
word for what I am. Single mother doesn’t really cover it. I think I’d prefer independent mother, or
something like that. But as a catch-all and a term that everyone else understands, it’s the most
efficient and familiar way of describing my situation, or predicament, depending on how you look
at it.Mine is not the only way to be a single mother. Increasingly, they are not only women who
have been married or in a relationship that is now over, or who have decided to go ahead with
unplanned pregnancies. Solo mums, also often referred to as single mums by choice – women
who choose to conceive with donor sperm, and sometimes donor eggs as well, or to adopt by
themselves – are now a significant battalion in the single mothers’ army. Statistics are not easy to
accurately read, because not all by-choice babies arrive via a formal clinic or agency
arrangement. But the numbers are growing and look likely to continue to do so. I feel a bit
envious of the ‘solo mum’ and ‘by choice’ monikers; they sound more empowered, with a hint of
Star Wars about them. And arguably, many regular single mums are also ‘by choice’ in that they
are the ones who have decided to go it alone after starting out in a dual-parent model. See what
I mean? Hard to find the right words.The route to single motherhood for solo mums is entirely
different to that of the single mum who has separated from her partner or perhaps never been
attached to him. Many of the issues single mothers by choice face are distinct, from the
challenges of childcare to the way they explain their children’s origins. But ultimately, to the
outside world – the people who don’t know the story – solo mums are regular single mothers like
the rest of us, facing all the same challenges and misconceptions, joys and pains, only without
the ex or the maintenance cheque.But however we get there, whether we are single mothers
post-divorce or solo mums who’ve conceived with a vial of sperm from a clinic, or with a friend
who’s happy to help, we are not a peculiarity: we are the one in four. And in fact, research by the
University of Sheffield actually suggests that over a six-year period, one in three families with
children will have been a single parent family at some point. Families move and blend, people
split up and remarry, so that the idea of one single mother slogging it out alone forever is even
more unrealistic.Today a single mother can be a wealthy 64-year-old art gallerist like Julia
Peyton-Jones, former director of the Serpentine, who in 2017 announced she had become a
mother for the first time. Or she can be one of the ever-decreasing number of teenage girls who
fall pregnant before they turn 18 (the UK still has one of Europe’s highest teen-pregnancy rates,
but despite this, teenage conception rates have fallen by over 60 per cent in the past 20 years
thanks to the Teenage Pregnancy Strategy launched in 1999). She can be straight, gay or
transgender, divorced, never married and, in some cases, a virgin (there is a small number of
young, single women in their twenties who are choosing to have babies via IVF, either as a



simple personal preference or as a result of psycho-sexual trauma, which makes sex too difficult
to contemplate).It is hard to define us. But however we arrive at our single mother status, the one
thing that binds us is that we still seem to have an image problem. The words ‘single mother’
have connotations, even today. It’s the single part. It suggests a piece is missing where a double
should be. And despite centuries of progress and cultural change and emancipation, it can still
be a slur. A single mother, if we are being honest, is a morally dubious woman, who is so
wretched she has been abandoned or else cannot be tamed. If she doesn’t work – beyond the
physically and emotionally exhausting, unpaid, 365-days-a-year work of motherhood, that is –
she is a drain on the state. If she does, she’s a selfish, loveless woman who neglects her
children and probably murders people as well. It’s why you’ll still read headlines and stories in all
our national newspapers about single mothers instead of simply mothers, or even just women.
These are just a few from a quick search for ‘single mother’ on the website of one national
newspaper: ‘Single mother slept with schoolboy 200 times’; ‘Single mother allegedly murdered
son with bleach’; ‘Lords leader accused of affair with single mother’. And if she happens to enjoy
a night out (i.e. not be at home with her fatherless spawn), a single mother can quite reasonably
expect to be questioned by safeguarding authorities about the welfare of her children. In
November 2021, the television presenter Ulrika Jonsson posted images on Instagram of her
daughter’s 21st birthday celebrations and told how ‘two strange men’ (her daughter’s friends)
were sleeping in her house. The post prompted her son’s school to call in apparent concern for
the safety of her younger child.Switch the genders in any of these headlines and would the
relationship or paternity status of the man who committed the crime even feature? Quite the
opposite. In fact if a man’s relationship status is mentioned at all it’s rare, but to find the words
‘single father’ in association with anything bad or even mildly questionable is almost impossible.
‘Single father is applauded for the awesome way he handled his daughter’s first period’ heralded
one national newspaper in 2019. In the same paper: ‘Heartwarming photos show single dads
and their children’ and ‘Are single fathers irresistible?’ If this stuff isn’t what the eye-roll emoji was
made for, I don’t know what is.There is no getting around it: we single mothers occupy our very
own Salem-shaped hole in society’s heart. I can say these things by the way, because I know at
some point I have struggled not to think them about myself.How has this happened? The roots
of the prejudice can be traced to the aptly titled Bastard Act of 1576, which gave local parishes
the power to punish the mothers of children born out of wedlock with fines and imprisonment.
This law formed the basis of British family law for another four centuries; it was only after the
First World War, when all the men were dead, that the law finally conceded that single
motherhood wasn’t necessarily a deliberate lifestyle choice, or a great way to earn a living, and
that single mothers should probably receive support from the state rather than being sent to the
workhouse.In 1987 the Family Law Reform Act finally gave children born outside of marriage the
same legal rights as children born to married parents, ostensibly removing the ignominy around
single parent families. But until then, the wholesale stigmatisation and punishment of single
mothers and their children was literally enshrined in British law.The recentness of this legal



change might help in some way to understand why the stock response to news of your single
parent status can still so often be one of pity with a hint of judgement, and why people will
assume that your separation is a situation to be sympathised with, and worse, that your children
will suffer. Or, if no father or co-parent is immediately apparent, that deciding to have a child
alone is an act of desperation, a tragic last resort.It might also explain why there’s still that stale
whiff of stigma in the air when we talk about single parents. Why they write articles about single
mothers who receive state benefits and about whether an old woman or a virgin or a woman
who used to be a man is entitled to become a mother at all. Why in culture and entertainment
single mums are still so often portrayed as one-dimensional hot messes and why holidays still
somehow cost the same for single parents as those travelling with partners – one of many, many
hidden taxes that single mothers are forced to pay for their dissent.And, of course, it might also
explain why so many of us feel as though we have made such a monumental balls-up of our
lives when we wake up to see our single parent selves staring back at us, old and unlovable, in
the mirror. According to Gingerbread, single parents report almost double the rate of mental
health concerns than coupled-up parents do. The realities behind those figures are not easily
simplified but I think we can all agree that low self-esteem and a sense of worthlessness are the
big loadstones of most mental health problems.And yet there are so many genuinely happy
aspects of being a single mother that those who judge from a distance may never understand:
not only the improved relationships with our children and wider families, but the potential for new
experiences and insights that the role opens up. While parenting on your own is undeniably
tough, particularly if financial circumstances are gloomy, society rarely acknowledges the
liberating and empowering aspects of being a single mother. Because if self-care is about
setting boundaries and removing toxic people from your life, prioritising your mental health and
giving yourself room for personal growth, then becoming a single parent might just be the most
radical act of self-care there is. And while your social context might change, free from the
mechanics of parenting as a couple, your friendships can become more varied and meaningful.
You model a different, freer path for your children. We single mothers need to shout about all of
that if we are ever going to tackle the stigma.Our cultural obsession with the nuclear family – at
best a Disney-esque concept, rooted in religion and fuelled by a wildly out-of-control wedding
industry – makes us blind to the many possibilities and opportunities that an alternative
approach can bring. In fact, all the research confirms what single parents have always known:
that the way a family is put together doesn’t affect the ominous-sounding ‘child outcomes’ (their
education, mental health, career success, earnings). Two fathers, one mother, twenty siblings or
none at all: none of it matters when there is love and security. It is conflict in the home – the old
staying together for the kids – that is more damaging to children in the long term. That, and
poverty.With this book it’s not my wish or aim to righteously prove that single motherhood is any
better or worse than being part of a traditional nuclear family. I’m only saying it isn’t always
worse; you aren’t automatically resigned to a life of misery as a single parent. You haven’t done
anything wrong because you find yourself parenting in a different structure to the one you may



have anticipated, and you are categorically not a bad person for doing so, whether the choice to
be a single parent was your own or one that was dumped on you from a great height. If you’re a
single mother, you’re just a parent like every other: flawed, fantastic and financially ruined. It’s my
firm belief that once everyone gets on board with this concept, we can stop telling single
mothers how sorry for them we all feel and get on with the job side by side and hand in
hand.This is not a guide to co-parenting, or a manual for divorce or a manifesto for singledom,
although these are themes intrinsic to many of the single mums’ stories in this book. Instead, I
want to bust the myths and the stigma and celebrate some of the perks of parenting solo, to take
a closer look at those child outcomes and highlight a few of the many positive impacts that being
raised by a single parent (or two single parents, or more) can have on a child. Resilience,
creativity, emotional intelligence, independence – these are the buzzwords of contemporary
child development theories and nowhere are these qualities more expertly crafted than in single
parent families.This book is for every mother who is divorced or separated, has a donor-
conceived child, adopts as a single parent or is simply toying with the idea of going it alone. It is
for anyone who has ever felt the weight of disappointment and guilt, declared themselves a
failure, been ostracised or criticised for their single parent status, who has wondered where they
went wrong or why it happened to them, or who has worried about their children’s ‘outcomes’.
This book is here to re-frame the view that being a single mother is anything other than
completely fine and normal and good.J.K. Rowling spent eight years as a single mother and
wrote her bestselling series while she was parenting solo. She has said: ‘I am prouder of my
years as a single mother than any other part of my life.’We should all feel proud of our time as
single parents. This book is going to help us get there.Author’s note: The single mothers I have
interviewed for this book come from a broad range of social backgrounds, sexual orientations
and ethnicities and have all arrived at single motherhood via different routes. Some of them are
single, some are cohabiting with new partners, others are in relationships but choose to live
apart. Some have been married and are now divorced, some have never married but have lived
with the fathers, or other mothers, of their children at some point, others have been single mums
from the start. To avoid lengthy explanations and backstories, I have tended to use ‘divorced’ or
‘separated’ for relationships that have ended, regardless of whether they are legally over or had
never been official marriages to begin with. It’s complicated out there! But the important part of
all of their stories is the part that happens when they become single mums. Names and some
details have also been changed to protect their identities.1SUCH A SHAMEHow odd it is that
we so often weep for each other’s distresses, when we shed not a tear for our own!Anne Brontë,
The Tenant of Wildfell HallI cannot pretend I was a child when I got married. I was 31, already a
mother. All the signs suggested I knew what I was doing. And yet I skipped blindly down the aisle
like a little girl, convinced that a vintage dress and some blousy pink roses would be enough to
see me through the next 60 years of marriage. Like many of the assumptions I made about adult
life, I was wrong.Five years later, eleven after we’d met, I closed the door behind him as he left
and I found myself thinking of a picture I’d seen of the actress Nicole Kidman as she left her



lawyer’s office on the day she divorced Tom Cruise (not, sadly, because of any physical
similarities between me and Nicole). Her arms were stretched out and she was clenching her
fists in something resembling joyful triumph, which made you think it was probably an image
arranged by her publicist until you looked at her face and it was all contorted in a kind of spitting,
angry grief that you felt sure no actress – Oscar winner or not – could possibly render.I felt the
opposing forces of devastation and relief forming a physical pain in my belly and understood that
face. It was and will always be one of the most profoundly distressing experiences of my life, a
sentiment I no doubt share with the 100,000 or so people who also got divorced that year, along
with the untold number of cohabiting parents who also reached the painful decision that their
families would fare better apart. Divorce, separation, leaving or being left: however it happens,
the end of such a significant relationship is soul-bludgeoning for even the most emotionally
stunted of us. They say that moving house, divorce and death are the three most traumatic life
events. But anyone who has been through it knows that divorce exists in its own super league of
misery. The other two are, by and large, kind of inevitable.So when my close friends offered their
sympathies I was grateful. I needed that solidarity, the gentle punch in the arm and the
bottomless glass of wine they offered me. These were the shittiest of days and I allowed myself
the indulgence of a fully tragic, off-the-rails experience, the dreadful, embarrassing details of
which we shall never speak of again. But this was the allegiance of good friends after a break-up.
It was something I had expected and felt comfortable accepting. What took me by surprise was
the apparent concern, and the thinly veiled judgement, of pretty much everyone else.To some
extent, the story of my own childhood had left me ill prepared for it.I think I was 10 years old
when my sister told me that we were full sisters and not, as I had believed until then, half-sisters.
I can’t be certain because no one ever really talked about it after that for a very long time; it just
quietly became the new truth, so the date never stuck in my mind. She said that my dad was also
her dad and not, as we had both believed, my mum’s first husband – the man she actually called
Dad. They (our biological parents) had had an affair with each other, and she had been born
while Mum was still married to her first husband and Dad to his first wife.They did eventually
both get divorced and marry each other and have me, but that wasn’t until quite a few years
later, and as time had passed no one had ever mentioned the bit about how she was really my
dad’s daughter. Even Mum’s first husband didn’t mention it, and he knew the truth too,
apparently, although because no one had officially mentioned it, no one could be sure about that
either. It had all happened in the late 1960s, long before I arrived, when love children were still
frowned upon and when, if awkward things happened, everyone pretended everything was fine
and went outside to mow the lawn.It wasn’t until years later that I began to think about the
curiousness of this revelation and to acknowledge for the first time the quiet ripples it had
pushed through my world. There had been a reshuffling of the family DNA that night but nothing
much had really changed as a result of the news. It was only as I came to accept the inevitability
of my own divorce, age 40, that I understood the greater truths that had also been revealed in
that hushed conversation: how the constructs of traditional marriage and parenthood I thought of



as solid mass had been, inadvertently, deconstructed.So although my mum was never
technically a single mother, growing up in the story of this strangely genial divorce meant that
other people’s reactions when I told them my husband and I were splitting up came as
something of a surprise.I live in a small town and as the weeks passed it was impossible to stay
under the rocks I had so expertly positioned myself beneath at first. As I began to emerge, I
faced new, unfamiliar gazes at school and at the supermarket, all the stops on the daily circuit of
childcare and home management that mums with young children navigate. ‘I’m so sorry to hear
about you guys,’ they said, next to the falafels in the chilled aisle, faces sad and crumpled,
bottom lips sticking out. ‘You’re so brave.’ They cooed, squeezing my arm like a nurse during a
smear test. ‘How are the kids?’ they asked, as though it was any of their business, and as though
simply by remaining married longer than me they had earned the right to ask. ‘Much better than
yours,’ I muttered to myself angrily as I pushed on to the wine section. Other slightly-too-personal
questions were asked too, about how I would live and how often the kids would see their father
and was anyone else involved? And I couldn’t help but wonder if they were asking these
questions not because they really cared about my answers, but because they were scared for
themselves. In my apparently sorry tale were they actually seeking reassurance that what had
happened to me could never happen to them?I understood that to an extent this was all just
accepted rhetoric, the lexicon of what you say when someone gets divorced. People want to tell
you they care or that they understand your pain; saying they’re sorry is shorthand for that. But
this was where I couldn’t join the dots. It didn’t always feel like genuine concern. Moreover, why
would it be? These were people who I waved at in the playground, may have once sat next to at
dinner. Was there something else at play here about the way people saw me now, about who I
was? Because it didn’t feel like concern, it felt like vultures. Vultures pretending to be
budgies.The faux-sympathy of semi-strangers was unsettling, but the responses of those closer
to me felt no less bizarre. There was the good friend who surprised me by warning me to think
twice before getting divorced, because if I did, I would be a ‘40-year-old woman on her own’, as
if that wasn’t the whole point of the exercise. There was the teacher at school, a man I was fond
of because he was always so nice about my children, and who I’d revered because he was a
teacher and must therefore be wise and know everything. After he’d told me just how damaging
divorce is for all children (he said all children but in that moment I knew he specifically meant
mine) he told me how inconvenient it was for the school admin team when parents got divorced
as they had to keep two parents informed of school news. Was divorce truly bad for all children
or just the school secretary? And was the inconvenience I was causing her really something I
needed to consider before I signed that decree nisi, I wondered? And had he given this same
hectoring speech to my ex-husband? I suspected not. Then there was the in-law who told me
solemnly that the children of separated parents never reach their full potential. And then my own
mother, God bless her, asking who would want me now with two children in tow, as if finding a
new husband might have been my shot at happiness, were it not for my pesky kids. Again I
wondered who, if anyone, might ask my ex the same question, and drew a blank.People said



these things to me so earnestly that in those moments I felt briefly that I must surely agree with
them. Because they were like me and people like me obviously saw single motherhood as a kind
of victimhood and so I must think that too – yes? And why wouldn’t we? The cultural references
to single mothers we had all absorbed were rarely positive. As my children began to adjust to
their new family arrangement I searched keenly for the books, films and television shows I could
put in their way, narratives that would seem familiar or comforting to them. There were barely
any, and they were still too young to appreciate Erin Brockovich. Apart from a picture book about
some owls whose mum leaves them every night to get food, it seemed like single parent families
– and in particular single mothers – were absent from children’s literature and mainstream
culture in general. When they did show up they were nearly always struggling social deviants
defined only by their terrible alone-ness and their role as failing parent. I realised the first single
mother I had ever seen on mainstream television was Mary in EastEnders, a drug-addicted sex
worker who couldn’t read.In this context it didn’t seem so unreasonable that the news that I was
now an unmarried mother, untethered by man or institution, seemed to engender a sense of
concern about my future and pity about what a sorry state of affairs this was.But it was a
sentiment that seemed so at odds with everything else that was playing out in the world for
women in the early twenty-first century. The fight had by no means been won but we were at the
height of feminism’s fourth wave; people with bosoms and ovaries roamed the earth freely doing
jobs, running corporations and being married or unmarried, or even married to each other,
without everyone fainting about it.Motherhood in particular had undergone a cultural
transformation in the later 2010s. The blogging bubble had birthed a flurry of new and honest
writing by mothers for mothers. So-called ‘mummy blogs’ and the books they spawned were
written by women on a mission to expose the truth about motherhood: that mothers were human
beings who sometimes didn’t like being mothers and all its associated baking, who missed
clubbing, and occasionally fantasised about having sex with the electrician. I knew this because
I wrote one. Television shows and films began to depict mothers as three-dimensional, flawed
characters at last. Everywhere I looked the conversation around motherhood was changing; we
were quite literally coming out of the kitchen.And yet the concept of single motherhood seemed
to be locked in a time capsule, a crumb that had been missed when feminism wiped the table.
Where were the single mothers in our culture who were just normal and okay? With children who
were fine? The single women with children I saw all around me, at school and at work, all of
them literate with no obvious heroin problem. Why were single women characterised by their
career success and healthy sexual appetite (we were all still basking in the afterglow of Sex and
the City) while single women who also happened to have children were nowhere to be seen, and
if they were, were almost always pariahs? I saw Mary from EastEnders flash across the faces of
even the most enlightened of friends, and heard those tired old tropes trotted out again and
again: ‘I’m so sorry.’ ‘It’s such a shame.’It was the tiniest shift, imperceptible to most, but I knew it
had happened. I meant something different to some people now, a fact I felt uncomfortable with
but couldn’t yet articulate why. Was it that I felt ashamed? Yes, at times. I felt like I had tripped



over on the dance floor and was face down like a starfish, while everyone else shimmied joyfully
around me. Or like I was in one of those dreams where you wet yourself and everyone can see,
only I was awake. I suppose I felt I had failed.But as much as I felt the deep burn of that shame, I
also felt the strong and peaceful conviction that this was the right thing to do, for all of us. And it
bothered me that no one else seemed to think this. I felt shame but I also felt quite cross,
because I didn’t want to be felt sorry for. Why exactly was everyone feeling so sorry for me?I
began to wonder if the clue lay in the alternative response to my single motherhood. Because
what is a single mother in her purest form if not a woman who is truly free? Someone who is
raising children, working, surviving, unshackled by her relationship to a husband or partner.
What would it mean for all of us then if, instead of feeling sorry for single mothers, we celebrated
them? Maybe even aspired to be them? How would that go down with the patriarchy we were all
trying to smash?Charity caseNothing says victim like a charity in your name so in many ways I
was less than delighted to learn that in the UK single parents have one all to themselves. I came
across Gingerbread during one of the first weekends that the children spent with their dad when
I had made no plans to fill the unfamiliar silence they left behind them. Until then, any free time
had been expertly occupied by friends, supportive sisters and my tireless mother who, despite
her initial worries about my marketability post-divorce, became my closest ally. She had lost her
husband – my dad – to dementia only a few months after I relinquished mine, and her house
became my safe place. She saved me articles from the weekend papers, ‘survival guides’
written by other single mothers. I remember one who described the experience of divorce as
being like leaving your husband to marry your mother. I laughed. And then I cried.But this
particular weekend I was alone at home, emptying sock drawers and re-organising store
cupboards to give myself a purpose, to justify the existence of me now that I had wandered so
far from the pages of my fairytale. It was still early days in the separation and the full reality of the
challenges that lay ahead of me were not yet in focus; the Escher-esque mental flowcharts of
income and expenditure, security and insecurity, care and damage that soon began to define my
every waking thought had yet to crystallise. All I knew was that I was going to get a divorce. That
was non-negotiable. The rest of the practical stuff would have to sort itself out, necessarily.I had
known, of course, that unless you were Heather Mills-McCartney the financial side of single
parenthood wasn’t going to be easy. I’m no mathematician, but I understood that duplicating our
cost centres wasn’t going to make any of us rich quick. But as I browsed the Gingerbread
website – with pictures of smiling single parents pushing happy children on swings – there was
something in the strapline, helping single parents live secure, happy and fulfilling lives, that
seemed to suggest a more sinister set of problems were in store. In that simple sentence a
canyon between single parents and married/cohabiting parents revealed itself, one that was far
deeper and wider than finances and childcare arrangements alone. I sat in my empty family
home surrounded by odd socks and out-of-date herbs, and I felt myself slip a little further
through the safety net my marriage had represented. The old me, married mother, still had a foot
on the right side of the net. But the new me, single mother, had fallen through the holes and was



clutching at the fibres as she fell further into the abyss.Broken partsThat in the twenty-first
century being a single mother should still engender these anachronistic responses, from others
and moreover from herself, seems to be a problem from the past that no one in the present has
thought to fix.Here in the present, it hardly needs pointing out that single mothers are still
swimming against the muscular tide of a society built and run on patriarchal values. Times are
slowly a-changing, but as any quick glance at the television newsstands or social media will
testify, marriage (to a great guy) and a traditional nuclear family (with cute kids), a beautiful
home (with stylish interiors) and a good body (you gotta stay young and beautiful, honey) are still
pushed as the primary, and shamelessly hetero-normative, aspirations for female adults across
the land.The American feminist Kate Millett asserted in her book Sexual Politics that the family is
the patriarchy’s chief institution ‘because it mirrors and reinforces patriarchal structures in
society, and behaviour within the family is established and controlled by men’.1 We have moved
on since Millett wrote this in 1970 and many of the familiar dynamics have been switched up –
arguably many men do not control their families any more; in fact around one in seven men now
stay at home while their partner is the breadwinner (a number that has plateaued since around
2011, when presumably the novelty of being a new man wore off as men realised that going to
work is way easier).Feminism has reclaimed the entire concept of marriage in many ways,
subverting patriarchal traditions with double-barrelled surnames, speeches from the bride (or
brides) and dresses or *shocked-face* trouser suits that are not white.But we also know that the
mental load or emotional labour involved in running a family is still largely shouldered by women
(at least in heterosexual relationships. For solo mothers by choice there is in fact no choice on
this front, although solo mothers also aren’t contracted to pick up another adult’s dirty pants, so
it’s a swings and roundabouts kind of situation.) This long-standing feminist concept asserts
that, even where dual-earner households are the norm, the job of remembering and executing
the domestic chores necessary to keep a household running remains the woman’s.In her blog
‘You should have asked’, French comic artist Emma showed in cartoon form how even the most
well-meaning husband or partner pushes the woman further into the role of family manager with
statements like ‘You should have asked!’ and ‘I would have helped!’ With this attitude, women
remain the people who are expected to think and feel for everyone in the nucleus: making the
bread while also winning it. Academics from University College London also published a study in
2019 in the journal Work, Employment and Society.2 The study found that when both partners in
a heterosexual couple were in full-time employment the women, for no other reason than their
gender, did an average of 16 hours of housework a week, while men, for no other reason than
their gender, and even despite shared values on gender equality, did closer to six.Throw in the
fact that the British wedding industry is thriving – worth around £14.7bn a year – with women still
walking down the aisle in their droves, wearing traditional dresses (average cost £1,300) and
being ceremoniously given away by their fathers to men whose names they take as their own,
we can safely say that marriage and its intended conclusion, the nuclear family, is still, in its
essence, a patriarchal institution.Single or unmarried mothers, by definition, have no purpose in



a patriarchy. We are not meant to thrive in this situation. We are broken parts in an otherwise
smooth-running engine, Atwood’s handmaids, with none of the reverence about our fertility.
Seen through this lens, is it any wonder our associations are so negative or that the status of
single mother brings with it this arrogant assumption of personal demise and unbearable
suffering?Fortunately, it is relatively easy to clear up many of these, let’s call them
misunderstandings. To show, with some simple wiping of the lens and adjustments to our
collective tinted spectacles, how single mothers are so many things beyond the outdated
stereotype: feminist freedom fighters or normal boring humans, they are parents raising children
every bit as bright and capable, complicated and flawed as those who choose to do it as a
couple.The origins of stigmaWherever there is stigma, there’s likely to be someone feeling
shame. Erving Goffman’s Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity, published in
1963, identified in a scientific sense for the first time the idea that people feel shame when they
fail to meet the standards they believe other people expect of them.3 In a society where the
loudest narrative is still married is best and the concept of single motherhood therefore
stigmatised, it’s fair to say that most single mothers are likely to be struggling with a sense of
shame at some point in their life cycle, if not continually. A sense of shame has been haunting
single mothers since forever.It’s not news that for centuries our religious forbears placed
enormous emphasis on the bond of marriage between a man and a woman, and that those who
deviated from the guidelines, issued by God himself, faced ostracisation and punishment from
society, whatever their class.Being an illegitimate child came with a number of disadvantages,
mostly to do with not being acknowledged as anyone’s child and not being allowed to inherit any
land or money, which before there were things like jobs, tended to pose something of a basic
survival problem.But with the Bastard Act of 1576, things started to become especially bad for
the mothers of illegitimate children. With this act, bastard children became the responsibility of
the parish, but the mother and father were punished for their wrongdoing by being charged a
weekly sum for the child’s care. Eventually, and presumably because female lawmakers were
still fairly thin on the ground in the sixteenth century, it became the case that the mother of any
child chargeable to the parish could be arrested and imprisoned until the father coughed up his
dues. Mothers were punished for the father’s absence and non-compliance (a system which is
still in play today, with the Child Maintenance Service’s Collect and Pay scheme – more on this in
Chapter Two). By the early nineteenth century, all illegitimate children became the sole
responsibility of their mothers until they were 16 years old. If mothers of bastard children were
unable to support themselves and their children they were forced to enter the workhouse. And
so the single mother as wicked wretch was with us.Women were given the power to apply for the
recovery of support costs from the father, if anyone could find him, but the responsibility still
rested with her and even once recovered the costs weren’t much to write home about, if indeed
anyone had taught her to write: in 1872 the maximum amount was five shillings (around £1) a
week. Records from the courts of Assizes (the early version of the Crown Court) for this period
show that more than half of all recorded homicide victims were newborn babies. The



overwhelmingly terrifying prospect of raising an illegitimate child meant many of them lost their
lives before they’d even begun.
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BritBee, “Every mother, married or not, feels like a single mom at some point.. Thank you to
Sarah Thompson, #HappySingleMother and #NetGalley for the Audiobook.As a single mom
myself I was really interested to hear what Sarah Thompson had to say. Single moms face so
much negativity, pressure and expectations that is unnecessary. Sarah looks at all the positive
views of single motherhood, all of which I experienced. Ten years after my divorce, I am glad to
see someone put out information that coincided with how I felt then (ostracized and
overwhelmed) to how I feel now (grateful and confident).Even if you are not a single mom you
should listen to this.  Every mother, married or not, feels like a single mom at some point.”

PippinCox, “If you are single mother (happy or not) this is the book for you! Amazing & Inspired.
Thank you to Gingerbread for the email which pointed me towards this book and Thank You
Sarah for writing and the publishing team for bring brave enough to publish it.It is amazing,
inspired and has changed my life, having joining the ranks of single Mothers via divorce, this
book has given me peace of mind like nothing else. Once I started listening/reading to it, I could
not stop, it has been the best use of my childfree time that I have had in months. I have already
started recommended it to other single Mothers and have bought a hard copy so tgat it can be
share being a group of us who currently support each other.If you are single mother (happy or
not) this is the book for you!”

Rosalind, “Resonated with me as a single mother of 30 years.. Thank you Sarah for a heart
warming, authentic, informative and user friendly book. Made me laugh, made me cry and made
me cheer loudly!Wished I’d had your book by my side thirty years ago when I became a single
mother of three teenage sons. We lived in an area of the country unfamiliar to us at the time as
my former husband’s job move relocated our family from the North West to the South West. It
was bewildering to say the least.Now the mother of three adult sons who are all brilliant fathers
in their own inimitable way. Also the proud mother in law to three much loved daughters in law
and a very happy Granny to six splendid, fun and adored grandchildren.So to readers of Sarah’s
book, use it, lend it, buy it for your friends, treasure the strength it will give you and celebrate us
single Mothers of all ages. Yes queens, slay!( the last three words of Sarah’s book chosen by her
daughter) xx”

Rebecca, “Incredible!. This book is a vital read for all single mothers. Incredibly well written and
comforting, this book walks you through all the varying emotions and experiences that come
from being a single mother. I devoured it in just 2 days and felt so heard. Absolutely amazing!!”

Helena, “Practical, funny, true. Long overdue destigmatisation, nay, celebration of single
motherhood! I was brought up by one of the best in the field, and I'm constantly impressed by my
friends and family raising children alone. And now I am newly following in their footsteps. ten,



thought-provoking and very relatable. Sarah doesn't skip over the challenges but there is
something very liberating about your family unit's success or failure being entirely in your hands
(though often with exes and family help, etc. Brilliantly written, thought-provoking and very
relatable. I loved it so much I bought four more for all the single ladies! "All the single ladies"”

Mrs. A. J. Wood, “An inspiring read!. I wish this book had been written 26 years ago when my
marriage broke down! It would have given me a greater understanding,hope and confidence in
the way forward for me and my boys. It is a wonderful celebration of all those single mums doing
the most marvelous job,despite the weight of history,policy and public opinion not always being
on their side. An interesting, uplifting and hugely optimistic read. Hats off to all the single mums
and to Ms Thompson for writing this book that needed writing.”

The book by Sarah Thompson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 37 people have provided feedback.
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